STUDENT EVALUATION/COMMENTS
Verbatim from Student’s Comments

12. What did you like most about the course and/or the instructor?
13. What did you like least about the course and/or the instructor?

12. He made it so fun!
13. I loved everything

12. The instructor explained things in a fun way and a way I could understand.

12. everything
13. Nothing

12. Laid Back instructor, taught in a way I could understand.
13. ------

12. The instructor explained the material clearly and was enthusiastic about teaching.
13. I liked everything about this course.

12. Best prof I have ever had, makes it easy.
13. It’s math

12. He’s AWESOME!
13. NOTHING!

12. always willing to help, patient with students. Made sure everyone understood.
13. nothing

12. review sessions
13. webworks

12. By far one of the best teachers I have ever had. Explaining material is his strongest attribute.
13. I’m Rick James Bitch

12. Fuzzy bunny was a bear
12. He was very energetic and enthusiastic about teaching us

12. He was really interesting, made learning fun.
13. he got a little off topic at times

12. I really liked how easy going Tristan was. He has been one of my best teachers here!
13. The only thing I disliked was the webwork.

12. Tristan knew what he was doing.
12. I liked the teaching style he used
13. I really enjoyed the class

12. The instructor is very passionate about teaching this class and loves associating with students. Makes learning finite somewhat enjoyable.
13. I don't like finite in general but I like the teacher. I hate math ... just sayin

12. he was nice & enthusiastic!
13. nothing, he was great.

No# Tristan is a fantastic teacher. He has excellent communication skills for expressing mathematical concepts, and he makes learning fun. I wish I had him for D116. Also ... It sucks that D118 gets to use calculators but 116 & 117, I would have just taken 118 if I had known, saving time money and sanity, but my Advisor pushed me to take 116 & 117.

12. That he made review sheets & packets especially for tests.
13. I liked webwork the least about this course.

12. Tristan was THE BEST Math teacher I have ever had!!! Hands down! He explained the material in a way that made me understand & he made me want to come to class.
13. Finite is just too extremely hard

12. I loved Tristan. He was the best math teacher I have ever had. I've never understood math and I've always struggled with it until I was in his class. Tristan was really able to explain things in a way in which I fully understand. 😊
13. I didn’t like the in-class assignments.

No# Very helpful! Great teacher
12. The best part of the class was definitely the professor. He made the class much more enjoyable and explained all of the material very clearly so that it was understandable. Best math teacher I've ever had.

13. Nothing

12. Tristan is the best math instructor I have ever had. He truly cares about the success of his students and gives them every opportunity to succeed. He is an incredible asset to the math department and any institution would be lucky to have him as an instructor.

12. I liked that he took the time to make sure that we understood the material clearly, and made himself available for questions if we didn't understand the material. He's an amazing teacher and switching teachers is the best choice I could have ever made! Continue doing what you do dude!

13. liked everything, great class!

No# Tristan was the best math teacher that I have ever had. I was able to not only do the work, but also understand why I was doing it. Tristan kept the class engaged and made math fun. You definitely should pay him more.

No# Tristan Tager is a great instructor. He is extremely knowledgable and explains the material clearly. He's entusiastic, treats students with respect, and creates a great classroom environment. I can't say enough about how good of a teacher he is.

12. I liked how he always explained everything thoroughly & made up examples that made the material easier to understand. Also made the course more interesting with his sense of humor.

13. Sometimes he would go way off topic when discussing things in class.

12. Tristan is an awesome teacher. Math isn't a very fun subject but he makes it fun

13.


13. The fact that I have to take this course as a Telecommunications and Spanish major is VERY unnecessary!

12. Tristan made class worthwhile to come to because he explained the material well and didn't use examples already shown in the book.

13. I don't like the lack of real world implications using finite math.
12. He would not use boring problems, he would go out of his way to make this class more exciting and understandable. This guy goes the extra mile to help us learn. He always has a review section.

13. He made fun of the movie and book Twilight when I'm a fan.

12. I liked the instructor's easygoing nature and clear instruction. It made math much more bearable than it usually is for me.

13. Some of the content of the course itself was problematic for me.